DFIN’s Venue® Wins Fourth Consecutive Data Room of the Year
Award from Global M&A Network
March 27, 2019
CHICAGO--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Donnelley Financial Solutions (NYSE: DFIN), a leading global risk and compliance company, announced
it was named M&A Virtual Data Room Firm of the Year for its Venue® Data Room solution at the Global M&A Network’s 11th Annual Global
Markets Gala celebration, held on March 26 in New York City.
DFIN has earned this prominent Global Markets award for four consecutive years, and won the Americas award for the first time in 2018.
The Global M&A Network’s independently governed awards singularly honor the best value-creating deals, outstanding firms, top
dealmakers and legendary leaders from the global transactional communities.
“We are proud to be recognized for our Venue Data Room, powered by artificial intelligence, and a secure, efficient solution for our global
clients,” said Craig Clay, president, Global Capital Markets at DFIN. “As a leader that strives to stay ahead of the rapidly-evolving fintech
industry and client needs, DFIN prioritizes continuously evolving our solutions to ensure they provide a frictionless experience to take
businesses to the next level.”
DFIN’s Venue Data Room is a highly secure data room platform that allows global companies to manage sensitive deal-related data, make
complex financial transactions and confidently share critical information in real time. Since DFIN’s acquisition of eBrevia in December,
global Venue users can not only benefit from seamless integration, but also tech-forward data extraction, accurate productivity, powerful
encryption and clear outputs.
“The Global M&A Network is an authority in forward-thinking, digital platforms worldwide, and we’re honored to have won this award,” said
Ned Gannon, president, eBrevia. “Our cutting-edge artificial intelligence solutions – which can extract information from current and legacy
documents to reduce due diligence time by up to 90 percent – change the way companies do business today. We’re continuing to work
with our clients to provide solutions for challenges they may face tomorrow.”
Visit us online to watch unique aspects of Venue’s deal solutions suite in action.
About Donnelley Financial Solutions (DFIN)
DFIN is a leading global risk and compliance solutions company. We provide domain expertise, enterprise software and data analytics for
every stage of our clients’ business and investment lifecycles. Markets fluctuate, regulations evolve, technology advances, and through it
all, DFIN delivers confidence with the right solutions in moments that matter. Learn about DFIN’s end-to-end risk and compliance solutions
online at DFINsolutions.com or you can also follow us on Twitter @DFINSolutions or on LinkedIn.
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